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By Paul Heaney, Associate Director, Berne Union
Predicting the future is an uncertain business,
even on relatively short time scales. By the
time a ‘trend’ emerges, it’s usually a wave we
are already riding.
The information age – and the technology
driving it – is already quite mature and it
is no surprise that we might suppose this
to be one of the primary architects of the
future for our own industry. What is more
interesting is the organic process by which
the processes of adaptation will take us from
the general, to the specific; and from theory
to application.
We can see the seeds of the future in
‘digitalisation’, ‘automation’, applications of
block-chain, or machine learning. But what
will it mean in practice? Which of these
‘seeds’ will bloom under ‘natural selection’?
And which horizon should we be looking at?
The focus of our cover story, and the
overall theme for this edition of the BUlletin
is to address how current trends may
influence the future of our industry over
the coming decade. Quite fittingly, the first
article represents one outcome of the Berne
Union’s own efforts to shape the future
of our industry: In this case, through an
educational scholarship provided to support
the development of the ‘next generation’
of talent in export credit. The author,
Shelley Schad (AXA XL), was awarded the
scholarship to undertake advanced study
of a Postgraduate Certificate in Finance,
Risk and Insurance, provided by Offenburg
University, on the basis of an essay contest;
her winning entry, the article published here.
The vision of ‘the export credit insurance
industry in 2030’ outlined by Schad in her
essay, is complimented by analysis from
Lyron Wahrmann and Asaf Gavrieli of
Surecomp, who present technology as a
‘change-enabler’ for an industry which is
poised for transformation.
Damien De Chillaz, Head of Blockchain
and B2B platforms, at Capgemini focuses
on the application of technology to the
challenge of ‘KYC’ (Know your Customer),
an essential but increasingly complex,
time-consuming and expensive compliance

process, which he
characterises as
currently ‘broken’.
Damien emphasises
the importance of
‘trust’ within the
trade ecosystem and
outlines several use
cases for blockchain
as a technological
Paul Heaney
guarantor of this.
This thought might
remind us that even in the midst of these
disruptive forces, underneath the dramatic
technological changes which are reshaping so
many processes, the fundamental principles
of our business remain largely unchanged. By
fostering trust, reducing risks and promoting
confidence between trading partners, credit
insurance supports trade in manifold ways.
In his article, Atradius Chief Economist,
John Lorié, explores this in the specific case
of public (ECA-provided) credit insurance.
He outlines the ‘undisputable role’ of ECAs in
facilitating international trade and examines
methodology for measuring both direct and
indirect impact of investment.
The ‘indirect’ benefits of credit insurance
– especially from ECAs – are perhaps most
important of all in those markets which
present the highest risks. In the final article
for this edition, Coface Economists, Ruben
Nizard and Eloi Mauratille, provide an
overview of current political risks in Africa
– a continent which suffers greatly from the
negative consequences to trade, born of
conflict and terrorism. Their insight gives an
indication of where the greatest risks may
manifest over the second half of the year.
Finally, we are pleased to present a
summary of our Export Credit Knowledge
Exchange Workshop, which was held in
Singapore along with participants from a
number of Eximbank providers of direct
lending. Isabel Galdiz, VP International
Relations at US EXIM summarises the
findings and the next steps for Berne Union
engagement with our partners in the global
ecosystem of cross-border finance. n
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What will Export
Credit Insurance Look
Like in 2030?
By Shelley Schad, Head of Pricing, VP – Political Risk, Trade Credit,
and Bond, AXA XL

In the years approaching 2030, the export
credit insurance industry, along with banking
sectors and other insurance sectors, will
be challenged to meet the demands of
an ever-evolving technological world.
New technologies such as Block Chain
and Artificial Intelligence, along with the
emergence of start-up companies, and a
shift in policy from multilateralism to regional
trade networks, will have an impact on
international trade, and thus on the export
credit insurance market. The world is going
through a technological revolution and
private insurers who can stay ahead of the
curve will be able to enhance the customer
experience and potentially delve into new
markets. Adapting to these changes will
become increasingly important as higher
levels of regulation require more finely tuned
data capture and startups challenge the
marketplace.
One of the most likely technological
changes that one might expect to see by
2030 is the implementation of Block Chain
and other transactional recordkeeping
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technologies (smart
ledgers), for use in
banking and insurance.
Block Chain is an
open ledger system
– it is a timestamped
record of transactions
that is captured by a
series of computers
(as opposed to a
Shelley Schad
single server). All
transactions have a
specific hash identity and are available for
other authorized users to see. Block Chain
has many features which would benefit the
export credit insurance industry, including
increased efficiency and reduction in costs.
Trade finance currently has many
inefficient processes which have the potential
to be digitized. For example, banks need to
do a thorough check on their customers for
money laundering, terrorist financing, export
of restricted goods, etc. This is commonly
known as a Know Your Customer (KYC) or
Client Due Diligence (CDD). According to

New technologies such as Block Chain and Artificial
Intelligence, along with the emergence of start-up
companies, and a shift in policy from multilateralism
to regional trade networks, will have an impact on
international trade, and thus on the export credit insurance
market. The world is going through a technological
revolution and private insurers who can stay ahead of the
curve will be able to enhance the customer experience and
potentially delve into new markets.
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such as efficiency in transaction and data
management and lower costs. An example
of one of these start-ups is a London based
company called Tradeteq. Tradeteq partners
with banks to provide them with a platform
to connect, interact and transact with
Non-Bank Financial Institutions. Tradeteq
transforms trade finance in to an investable
asset for traditional credit investors such
as pension funds and insurance companies.
This process creates greater capacity within
banks, subsequently generating more
financing for SMEs. Tradeteq uses various
machine learning and AI specialists to deploy
tools for non-standard data. Rather than
using outdated statistics methodology to
determine risk and credit score, Tradeteq
uses network data and real-time payment
behaviors to form a more accurate
representation of credit scoring and tools
to monitor investments. It is these types of
start-up companies which will help fill the
credit gap for SMEs. The increase in capacity
for SMEs that these start-ups will generate
will create more demand for export credit
insurance. In the future, insurance companies
may work directly with these fintech startups to provide export credit insurance. The
finance industry is already seeing disruption
from fintech, and the insurance industry will
follow will the rise of specialized insurtech
companies.
Insurtech is a rising trend which is
disrupting the insurance industry. In 2018,
Euler Hermes launched Credable which
is a fully digital platform for on demand
insurance geared towards SMEs. On this
platform, the insured can automatically
search a database to explore the
creditworthiness of a company that they are
interested in doing business with, and they
can also get an instant quote for insurance.
This is an example of the increased level
of service and technology that the export
credit insurance industry may see by 2030.
The increase in competition from start-ups
will force insurers to continue to evaluate the
products that they offer and the way these
products are offered to ensure that they have
an edge in the marketplace.

Banks, and therefore the credit insurance market,
are currently missing out on potential business with
(SMEs), and it won’t be long until fintech enters the
market to get a share of the business.
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a survey done by Rabobank, onboarding a
new client is so arduous that 30 percent of
722 corporate respondents claim it can take
more than two months, while 10 percent
answered it exceeds four months.[1] When
Block Chain is initiated, banks will be able to
check the chain for a KYC done by another
bank. The KYC will only have to be done
once, which will increase efficiency and lower
the costs of trade finance. This reduction in
cost and boost in efficiency will bring about
an increase in the availability of trade finance.
Through the use of smart ledger technology,
there are many other opportunities to
increase the availability of trade finance,
especially for small and medium sized
enterprises (SMEs).
Banks, and therefore the credit insurance
market, are currently missing out on potential
business with (SMEs), and it won’t be long
until fintech enters the market to get a share
of the business.
Large banks are typically conservative
when it comes to financing SMEs due to the
lack of information and transaction history
available for these companies. SMEs may
also lack the ability to find trading partners
in the global arena. According to an article
by Forbes in August 2018, banks reject more
than 50% of loan applications from small
and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). In
developing economies, the picture is even
worse: a 2017 report from the World Bank
estimates that 70% of small, medium and
micro-enterprises are unable to access
the credit they need.[2] Even when these
companies are able to secure loans, the
outdated business practices of the banks
take time away from running the business.
Creating trade financing opportunities for
SMEs could boost the economy and improve
poverty levels in emerging markets. There are
already start-up companies looking to help
solve the credit gap for SMEs.
Fintech companies are focusing on
streamlining the KYC and onboarding
process and creating efficiencies in
paperwork for SMEs. These fintech
companies would come with the
advantages of smart ledger technology
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For large banks, the increased
transparency of Block Chain would create
greater ease in doing business with SMEs.
Block Chain would allow all authorized
users to see the transaction history of the
company in question. When a shipment is
recorded or a payment is made or received,
this information is available to all participants
immediately. This relieves the bank of
collecting their own data and increases
efficiency since the SMEs would no longer
have to submit data to each bank. SMEs have
long been known to have a trade finance
gap, but these benefits would also extend
to all trade financing. Bain estimates that
blockchain trade finance, if adopted by all
participants in the trade ecosystem, could
reduce trade finance operating costs by 50
to 70 percent and cut the turnaround time
for trade finance processes three to fourfold.
[3]
Smart Ledger technology could boost
world trade in goods by at least $35 billion
dollars per annum and up to as much as
$140 billion.[4] By 2030, the boost in world
trade along with a shift in trade policy
from multilateralism to regional trade deals
may change the way export credit insurers
evaluate risk and do business.
The transparency of smart ledger
technology will become increasingly
important over the next decade as the
shift in trade policy from multilateralism
to regional and bilateral agreements
continues. Caused in part by protectionism
and the increased need for power in trade
agreements, the shift is already seen as
trade regions develop, especially within the
Western Hemisphere, East Asia possibly
expanding into Asia, and Europe plus its
“near abroad.”[5] Further contributing to
the regional shift, technologies such as
robotics and 3D printing reduce the costs of
production, which may cause companies to
bring factories closer to home with a more
regional model. Regionalization of trade may
reduce complexity of trade deals but may
also put emerging markets at a disadvantage
as regional and bilateral agreements
generally include the strongest economic
countries. Smart ledger technologies will
help increase the transparency of the
evolution of global supply chain networks
for export credit insurers and banks and
may help reduce the brunt of regionalization
on emerging economies due to the cost
reduction it will create.
Another challenge in the finance and
insurance world today is the increase

in regulation on banks and insurance
companies. Given the implementation
of Basel III requirements and Solvency II,
banks and insurance companies benefit
from creating their own internal models
which calculate their capital requirements.
Proper modelling requires detailed data on
transaction types, insured types, exposure
information, default rates, and loss given
default. Smart ledger technology can help
with data collection in that all transaction

Another challenge in the
finance and insurance
world today is the
increase in regulation
on banks and insurance
companies. Given the
implementation of Basel
III requirements and
Solvency II, banks and
insurance companies
benefit from creating their
own internal models which
calculate their capital
requirements.
details are available to all users of the ledger.
Banks and insurers who can efficiently
collect this information will stay ahead of
the curve by having a competitive capital
charge relative to their peers. Insurers will
be able to use the increase in available data
to price risks more accurately, which will
increase profitability and ease of portfolio
management. The boost in profitability
and more efficient use of capital will cause
a lift in world trade. Given the reduction
in costs and the boost in world trade that
this technology could produce, it seems
inevitable that this will get implemented,
however, implementation is not without its
challenges.
The banking industry may be hesitant
to adopt the new technologies as it can be
difficult to see the benefits of making the
change when considering the challenges
posed. The existence of multiple platforms
for block chain ledgers could reduce the
ability for the different systems to interact,
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that will come along with this will drive
up opportunity within the export credit
insurance space. Private insurers will need
to be agile in the ability to operate digitally,
since this will allow them to keep an edge
on the competition based on the regulatory
environment and service to the customer.
Fintech companies are already forming and
may create opportunity for credit insurers,
while the emergence of insurtech companies
may create competition. From an IT
perspective, implementation of smart ledgers
will be complex and only possible if banks
and insurance companies can cooperate to
develop an interoperable system. However,
the increase in world trade, and therefore
demand for export credit insurance, should
more than make up for the effort and cost.
Leading up to 2030, there is an incredible
opportunity in using new technologies and
this should be embraced by the industry. n
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requiring banks to find a solution. In order
to fully benefit from implementing smart
ledger technologies, all banks would need a
cooperative, standardized approach in using
the technology in a way that IT professionals
deem interoperable. Implementing the
technology in certain parts of the value chain
would be helpful but would not fully reap the
potential benefits. Of course, export credit
insurers would also have to be on the same
system to interact on a transactional basis.
Traditional insurance companies will have to
be open to reconfiguring internal systems to
work with the new technology or risk being
left behind.
Once all inefficiencies and paperwork
in the export credit insurance market are
eliminated with smart ledger adaptation,
business processes will look much different.
Transactions will require less manual effort
and process more swiftly. Insurers and ECAs
will be more focused on relationships and
providing value to the customer as more
tedious insuring tasks become completely
automated. For example, ECAs will be able to
hone in on assisting SMEs in developing their
export-based businesses. We already see
this happening, and the power of better data
and processes will further help this along.
Likewise, insurance brokers will also be more
focused on client needs given the avoidance
of paper-based processes. Given the
expected increase in trade finance volumes,
insurers will have a longer list of clients to
service but will work more efficiently due to
the new technology.
It’s June 2019 and a lot will change in
the next decade leading up to 2030. New
technologies such as smart ledgers and
artificial intelligence are more frequently
hitting news headlines, and it is only a
matter of time before this is adopted on
a widespread basis. The efficiencies in
processing time and the reduction in cost
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New technologies such as smart ledgers and artificial
intelligence are more frequently hitting news headlines,
and it is only a matter of time before this is adopted on
a widespread basis. The efficiencies in processing time
and the reduction in cost that will come along with
this will drive up opportunity within the export credit
insurance space.
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Transforming trade
finance via digitization
By Lyron Wahrmann, Head of Digitization, Surecomp and Asaf Gavrieli,
Market Analyst, Surecomp

Transforming Trade Finance via Digitization

More than ten years into the FinTech
we will demonstrate
transformation, all business units within
later, progress in
banks, have been impacted. Despite its
technology, empowers
Lyron Wahrmann, Head of Digitization, Surecomp
conservative nature, the trade finance
addressing some
industry has witnessed the emergence
of
Asaf Gavrieli, Market Analyst, Surecomp of these scaling
numerous innovative FinTechs, as well as the
challenges.
More
than tenofyears
into the
FinTech transformation, all business units Decreasing
within banks,
have been
establishment
ambitious
cross-industry
traffic
initiatives.
Disruption
is
driven
by
businesses
and
volumes
of
impacted. Despite its conservative nature, the trade finance industry has witnessed the emergence
leveraging
technology
as aFinTechs,
change enabler.
documentary
of
numerous
innovative
as well as the establishment of
ambitious trading
cross-industry
This
article
will
present
several
use
cases
for
(see
Table
1), shrinking
initiatives. Disruption is driven by businesses leveraging
technology
as
a
change
enabler.
This article
Lyron Wahrmann
tech-enabled business transformation.
margins, and fewer
will present several use cases for tech-enabled business transformation.
opportunities to
Business
Drivers
deepen
wallet
share
in
large enterprises, are
Business Drivers
Trade finance is both paper and laborforcing banks to look for new opportunities
intensive.
The isbenefit
of digitizing
to increase
revenues.
Serving
SMEs (Small
Trade
finance
both paper
and labor-intensive. The
benefit of
digitizing
transactions
is clear: faster,
transactions
is
clear:
faster,
cheaper
and
safer
Medium
Enterprises)
is
a
natural
expansion
cheaper and safer processing. Efforts to digitize transactions started long ago. Banks invested in
processing.
Efforts to
transactions
for banks
and hence
became a priority.
portals
to digitize
atdigitize
inception.
Banks and large
enterprises
on-boarded
messaging utilities
started long ago. Banks invested in
We will show how digital technologies are
established by Swift, Bolero and others. Banks have also made significant investments in the
portals to digitize at inception. Banks and
enabling these opportunities.
scanning of documents to replace manual entry of data.
large enterprises on-boarded messaging
In parallel to the shrinking business,
utilities
established
by
Swift,
Bolero
and
regulators
keepare
imposing
However, success is limited. Despite promising POCs, initiatives
scaling additional
too slowly. According to
others. Banks have also made significant
requirements, causing significant increase in
the 2018 ICC survey: "only 24% of banks reported using eB/Ls or other electronic documentation,
investments in the scanning of documents to
processing cost and time. It is estimated that
while
the same percentage reported using OCR".
As we will demonstrate later, progress in
replace manual entry of data.
compliance checks caused a reduction of 5%
technology,
empowers
addressing
some
of
these
scaling
challenges.
However, success is limited. Despite
and more
in trade finance capacity. Billions
promising POCs, initiatives are scaling too
of dollars of fines for failing to comply, leave
Decreasing traffic and volumes of documentary trading (see Table 1 below), shrinking margins, and
slowly. According to the 2018 ICC survey:
no doubt regarding bank priorities. Bankers
fewer
opportunities to deepen wallet share in large
enterprises, are forcing banks to look for new
“only 24% of banks reported using eB/Ls or
see regulations and compliance as their
opportunities
to
increase
revenues.
Serving
SMEs
(Small
Mediumfor
Enterprises)
is aTable
natural
other electronic documentation, while the
major obstacle
growth (see
2). expansion
for
banks
and hence
became
a priority.
We will Properly
show how
digital compliance
technologies
are enabling
these
same
percentage
reported
using
OCR”. As
meeting
checks
such

opportunities.
Table
1 -1:Documentary
trading
traffictraffic
& volumes
Table
Documentary
trading
and volumes
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Source: Swift

Source: Swift
In parallel to the shrinking business, regulators keep imposing additional requirements, causing
significant increase in processing cost and time. It is estimated that compliance checks caused a
reduction of 5% and more in trade finance capacity. Billions of dollars of fines for failing to comply,
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Table 2: Obstacles to growth and concerns
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as: counterparty, route, vessel, commodity
and goods prices, dual use goods and more,
requires sophisticated analytics in place.
The adoption of advanced analytics by
banks enables their ability to withstand
increased regulatory compliance. At the same
time, proper implementation creates new
opportunities for growth and efficiency gains.

Enabling Technologies
The internet has witnessed the emergence
of thousands of APIs, facilitating the
consumption web services in various
industries like tourism, advertising,
e-commerce etc. API technology has
matured. Tech giants like Google, Salesforce
and Tibco have acquired API management
platforms. FinTechs like Plaid, Yodlee and
Stripe have leveraged APIs in consumer
banking, asset management and payments
respectively, to build successful unicorns.
Lastly, the UK and the EU were the first to
issue open banking regulations, requiring
banks to share customers data upon demand
or consent. Regulators across the globe are
drafting similar requirements.
Open banking infrastructure provides
developers with easy access to the banks’
back end systems, to leverage functionality
and data. It opens opportunities for
digitization processes to all players, by
removing barriers to competition.
A second tech trend, creating a wide
range of opportunities, is progress in
Artificial Intelligence (AI). The abundance of
data resulting from digitization processes
is used by advanced algorithms to enhance
efficiency by replacing manual tasks, to
improve risk analysis, pricing and other
decision making.
A third tech trend is Distributed Ledgers
(Blockchain). Bitcoin was the first to
leverage Blockchain technology to create a
distributed payment system. Progress in the
field has enabled the implementation of new
use cases for creating trust among parties.
An example is the creation of digital assets
over decentralized ledger. Data and assets
are shared in a secured manner among
members. Irrevocable change to ledger
requires consent by platform members.
Using blockchain also spares the need for
paper by creation of digital assets that can
be transferred among the pre-configured
members. The technology has created a lot
of buzz in the banking sector, but in recent
surveys we can tell there is skepticism about
adoption of the technology and the impact it

Source: ICC 2018 survey.

Source: ICC 2018 survey.
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Figure 2: Blockchain use cases

Source: A. Irrera, J. McCrank (2019), “Wall Street finds blockchain hard to tame after
early euphoria”, Reuters

of a cross-industry initiative leveraging
Distributed Ledger technology (Corda by R3)
to digitize the processing of letter of credit.
The distributed ledger allows the creation
and registration of a digital assets in a
trustful way, eliminating the need for paper.
In addition, the project manages complex
workflows of multiple ‘stranger’ participants.
During the workflow, the possession of digital
assets is being transferred between network
members, to support the stages of the
process. Ownership of original e-documents
is changed by consent of the needed parties.
A major challenge for these cross-industry
initiatives, is the on-boarding of many types
of participants such as banks, corporates,
insurers, shipping companies and more,
to the network. Open banking platforms
will certainly facilitate the scaling of such
network. Lastly, data and analytics could
facilitate risk management such as double
financing etc. The value of projects like
Voltron, once completed, is huge. The issuing
of a Letter of Credit that typically takes 5-10
days, will take less than a day. Moreover, the
need for dozens of paper documents in each
transaction is removed and risk reduced.

8

Automation of Transaction Processing
Banks continue to invest in automating
manual work to meet the regulatory
requirements by leveraging Artificial
Intelligence. A new class of companies
provide Robotics Process Automation
(RPA) solutions to digitize various steps
in transaction processing. One of these
companies is Conpend from the Netherlands.
Their platform, Trafinas, extracts data from
various types of documents by using OCR
(optical character recognition) augmented
by Machine Learning. The extracted data is
mapped into existing forms allowing in
some cases straight through processing
(STP), saving a substantial amount of time
and errors.
The solution is also leveraging NLP
(natural language processing) to screen
the different documents for discrepancies,
perform compliance checks as well as other
processing tasks. The overall processing
time of issuing LC is reduced by half, and
processing cost is also significantly reduced.
Progress in technology is enabling banks
to undertake more transactions, at a lower
cost and with fewer errors, by using different
RPA solutions.
Better serving the SME market
As mentioned above, the SME market is
perceived as huge opportunity for banks.
Marco Polo and We.Trade, are two leading
cross-industry initiatives. Both leverage
Distributed ledgers to finance SMEs.
Critics will argue that those projects could
have been built with different technology.
Regardless of technology of choice,
digitization and collaboration are enabling
the creation of a cost-effective marketplace,
benefitting both, banks and SMEs. As in
previous use cases, various technologies
are pushing this forward. Open banking is
enabling scale by facilitating on-boarding
of new members as well as provisioning of
various services by partners. Some of these
services rely on data and advanced analytics
like credit scoring of the SMEs, fraud
detection, compliance checks etc. n

Regardless of technology of choice, digitization and
collaboration are enabling the creation of a costeffective marketplace, benefitting both, banks and
SMEs. As in previous use cases, various technologies
are pushing this forward.
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By John Lorié, chief economist at Atradius and affiliated researcher to the
University of Amsterdam.
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Public credit insurance
benefits international
trade. But how much?
1. Strong correlation with
international trade suggest benefit

with international
trade until 2016, after
which it grew more
Public credit insurers, or national export
sharply. That growth is
credit agencies (ECAs), play an undisputable
due to the increasing
role in facilitating international trade.
role of Asia, with for
Established after the First-World War, they
example 25% of the
have developed into highly relevant vehicles
John Lorié, chief economist at Atradius and affiliated researcher to the University of Amsterdam.
commitments in 2017
for addressing market failure related to
only and China moving
more complex export transactions with high
to the top ECA
payment risk. No wonder public trade credit
John Lorié
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with international
insurance
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This strong correlation suggests
international trade over the years as depicted
public trade
credit insurance
by
Figurecredit
1.
Public
insurers, or national exportbenefits
creditofagencies
(ECAs),
play an undisputable role in
for international trade. In this paper, it is
Public trade credit insurance dropped in
facilitating international trade. Establishedinvestigated
after thetoFirst-World
War, they have developed into
what extent it actually
the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis,
benefits.
Morerelated
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focuscomplex
is on what
highly
relevanttrade
vehicles
for far
addressing
market
failure
tothe
more
export transactions
but
international
dropped
more
a dollar spent on public credit insurance
sharply.
This
suggest
ECAs
have
softened
with high payment risk. No wonder public trade credit insurance has shown strong correlation with
yields in terms of extra international trade.
the impact of the crisis. Subsequently, public
international trade over the years as depicted
by Figure
1. governments support
A relevant
question:
trade credit insurance moved more in line

Public credit insurance benefits international trade. But how much?

Figure 1. Public credit insurance and international trade (semi-annual figures in USD millon)
Figure 1. Public credit insurance and international trade (semi-annual figures
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Public trade credit insurance dropped in the aftermath of the Global Financial Crisis, but international
trade dropped far more sharply. This suggest ECAs have softened the impact of the crisis.
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exports via ECAs. The approach is one of
surveying the, still relatively thin, literature.
The results suggest a benefit. But more
research is needed.

2. Why public export credit insurance
benefits
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Whereas there is no such thing as a theory
on (public) export credit insurance, the
literature has developed a few channels of
impact on international trade. We discuss
three of these.
First, credit insurance reduces uncertainty
related to international trade. Reduction of
this uncertainty, for example through crossborder information on firms, the foreign legal
system, language and doing business more
broadly, including political developments,
comes at a cost. This cost can be very
high for an individual exporter, especially
a smaller one. Even then, this uncertainty
can only be reduced, not fully eliminated.
That means some uncertainty will remain,
forcing additional capital and related costs
to an exporter. It calls for a credit insurer that
can share these costs amongst a number
of clients. As a result of this pooling of
uncertainty, more exports can take place
when the credit insurer steps in. The snag
here is that repeated international trade
with certain foreign buyers, supported by
credit insurers, creates confidence and trust
between seller and foreign buyer. In such
a situation, the need for credit insurance
to cover international trade transactions is
reduced.
Second, credit insurance positively affects
financial management of both exporter
and importer. For the importer, delivery on
open account by the insured exporter frees
up money for other needs. That potentially
triggers demand for further imports. For
exporters, a positive impact on liquidity
arises as well. Credit insurance protects trade
receivables and can serve as collateral, or at
least comfort, for a bank loan. Lower risk for
the bank means that financing conditions will
be more favourable. Exporters with credit
insurance then have more financial means
at their disposal. That, in turn, may allow
financing more exports.
Third, credit market frictions can be
overcome. The above analysis assumes a
rather frictionless provisioning from banks
or financial markets to finance exports, both
on the importer and exporter side. Such
may not be the case and buyers may not
even be able to draw on bank credit or tap

financial markets. In such circumstances,
the presence of credit insurance may be a
condition sine qua non for international trade
to take place. This suggests that in countries
with restrictive credit or financial market
conditions, the impact of credit insurance is
higher. We can look at the term ‘restrictive’
in two ways. A country’s financial system
may not be sufficiently developed, such as
may be the case in emerging or developing
economies. Alternatively, there may be
temporary frictions in a well-developed
financial system as was the case during the
financial crisis of 2009. In both cases, credit
insurance is more valuable and its impact on
international trade is higher.

3. Measuring benefit
I will use a concept developed in the
literature to measure the impact of credit
insurance. It is called the trade multiplier and
measures how much trade a dollar of creditinsured export creates. This multiplier can
theoretically be between zero and infinity.
A multiplier of zero would mean credit
insurance does not provide any stimulus for
trade. In such a case, the export transaction
might have taken place anyway. That is
implausible since no firm would be willing
to pay for credit insurance undermining
the tool’s existence. Realistically, therefore,
the trade multiplier has a value below, at or
above one.
Start with the former. In such case, a $
credit insurance coverage provides for less
than one $ additional exports. A part of the
exports insured by credit insurance would
have taken place anyway. This does not seem
unrealistic. In the absence of credit insurance
a firm exporting to for example Russia will
perhaps be careful and limit its exports. If
export credit insurance is offered exports
to Russia may simply expand. Then one can
imagine that a dollar insured has a multiplier
equal to one. That implies a situation where
there are no longer insured transactions that
would have taken place in the absence of
insurance. One can even go a step further
and imagine a multiplier larger than one.
In such case credit insurance is not only
indispensable for trade covered by the credit
insurance policy, but it also stimulates noncredit insurance covered trade.1 Such trade
takes place not because a credit insurance
policy covers it, but just because an ECA is
willing to provide cover on it. Consider again
a firm A, exporting to Russia with export
credit insurance. Another firm, firm B (in
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This knowledge triggers exporters pursuing
business with credible buyers, and avoid
credit insurance cost.
Moser et al (Moser, 2008)4 use German
public export credit transactions. The
authors first replicate the method of EU
(2006) and even find a much larger longterm multiplier of 6. They argue essentially
two factors attribute to this difference: the
different period and exporting country (and
thus importing countries) the data covers,
as well as a difference in timing between
Austria and Germany of implementation of
the insurance premium agreed within the
OECD.5 Still, even if this is taken into account
4. How much benefit?
the figure is very high, suggesting a bias in
The literature on the impact of export credit
the estimates. Specifically, the underlying
insurance on international trade is still thin.
specification is static and may be subject
The lack of availability of public credit
to biased estimates if past exports play a
insurance data hampers academic research. I
role in determining current ones. Causality
discuss the three empirical studies published
of exports and insured export transaction,
on the subject in reputed journals. They all
moreover, may be in the reverse direction,
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international
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They
countries
over
the
full
period
the multiplier
Having gained knowledge that firm A will start exporting there with credit insurance,
it can feel
find for the short term a trade multiplier of
is lower at 0.6 for the full period. Reassuring
comfortable doing the same, but without credit insurance. Credit insurance for firm A can then be
approximately 0.3, whereas for the longer
though is that if one considers the period
said to have a positive external effect on exports from firm B. In other words, uninsured export takes
term the effect increases almost tenfold to
after the Knaepen Package for calculation of
place
in authors
the caseargue
of thethat
aforementioned
firm exporting
to Russia
simply because
of force
(other)incredit
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explain this difference. This lag may amount
Moser, therefore, has improved the model
How
to
fivemuch
yearsbenefit?
or even longer. Moreover,
specification relative to EU (2006). When
and more fundamentally, exporters learn
applied to the dataset of Germany the
The literature on the impact of export credit insurance on international trade is still thin. The lack of
about creditworthiness of foreign buyers
multiplier comes out markedly lower. Both
availability of public credit insurance data hampers academic
research. I discuss the three empirical
by repeated sales to the same customer.
studies, however, use aggregate data. This
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another sector), is also considering exporting
to Russia. Having gained knowledge that
firm A will start exporting there with credit
insurance, it can feel comfortable doing the
same, but without credit insurance. Credit
insurance for firm A can then be said to have
a positive external effect on exports from
firm B. In other words, uninsured export takes
place in the case of the aforementioned
firm exporting to Russia simply because of
(other) credit insurance covered exports.
The question for empirical research is now to
determine whether the multiplier is indeed
smaller, or larger than one.

studies published on the subject in reputed journals. They all point to export credit insurance
benefitting international trade, a role reinforced if constraints in finance exist in the importing
country. Table 1 below summarizes the results.

Table
Impact
of public
credit insurance
on trade
Table 1:1:Impact
of public
credit insurance
on trade
Journal article

Dataset

Period

Model

Estimation strategy
Short term

Egger and Url (2006)
Public insurer Austria, 142 importers
Moser et al (2008)
Public insurer Germany, 130 importers
Felbermayr and Yalcin(2013) Public insurer Germany, all countries
* For respectively full sample, 1%, 5% and 10% sample reduction
** Replication Egger and Url (2006) method with own (German) data
*** FC effect: multiplier iin case of finance constraint

1996-2002
1992-2003
2000-2009

Gravity
Gravity
Gravity

Random effects, static
Random effects, dynamic
Fixed effects

0.3

Multiplier
Long term FC effect***
2.8
1.7 and 6**
0.7
plus 20-40%

The first paper on the subject is Egger and Url (EU, 2006).2 They consider the effect of public credit
insurance on trade, which they consider based on informational barriers and insecurity about the
quality of the foreign buyer. They use 3,450 observations on Austrian goods exports per sector to 142
countries for 1996-2002, employing a gravity model of international trade.3 They find for the short
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does not allow controlling for the so-called
multilateral resistance terms, which include
factors such as language and culture. They
are not observed but do affect the estimates.
Precisely this is addressed by Felbermayr
and Yelcin (FY, 2013).6 The authors use a
firm-level dataset of German export credit
insurance. The data have an additional –
sectoral – dimension. This is exploited to
control for multilateral resistance terms,
using fixed effect estimation. As opposed
to Moser (2006) they apply a static, rather
than dynamic approach. In addition, they
use a more conservative way to account
for serial correlation in the errors. The result
is a multiplier for their full sample that is
markedly lower than the one of Moser
(2006) at 0.7. This difference is, as the
authors argue, largely attributable to the
control for multilateral resistance terms. Still,
the effect is heterogeneous and depends on
the sector of the exporter, region and income
of importing countries.7
Whereas this outcome compares to the
previous papers, the authors have drafted
their paper to find an answer to the question
whether or not export credit insurance
alleviates financial frictions. In that sense,
they seek to find confirmation for public
export credit insurance based on market
failure. More importantly, the authors include
finance constraints in the importing country.8
The constraints push up the multiplier by
20% to 40%, so 0.84 to 0.98. In line with
this, sectors more vulnerable to finance
constraints, such as shipping and aviation,
are found to have a higher multiplier as well.
Finally, there is some support for alleviation
by public credit insurance of the pressure on
trade during the great financial crisis.

5. The jury is still out
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This survey of the existing literature on the
impact of public export credit insurance
on international trade triggers a few
concluding remarks. First, the value of the
trade multiplier varies significantly, between
0.3 and 2.8. As expected, these positive
estimations point to support from trade
credit insurance for international trade.
Second, the lower figure of 0.3 regards a
short-term estimate, and seems to provide
only a limited part of the impact. Public
credit insurance predominantly regards
longer-term transactions, and the impact
should therefore be considered to be longer
term. Third, if one then focuses on the longer
term, the variance in the outcomes of the

calculated multiplier is high as it ranges from
0.7 to 2.8. That range may be even wider, as a
larger multiplier of 6 has also been calculated
but is likely to be biased. Fourth, support
from public credit insurance for international
trade is 20% to 40% stronger when there are
finance constraints, either in the importing
countries or globally due to a crisis such as
the one in 2009. Finally, the research is only
conducted on data for Austria and Germany
as exporting countries. Although especially
Germany is a leading ECA, it is a thin body of
literature.
Indeed, the limited body of research
generates a large variance of results, all of
which find a positive impact of public credit
insurance on international trade. While the
research suggests the support is stronger in
case of finance constraints, the jury is still out
on whether public credit insurance provides
more support to exports than suggested
by just the sheer size of the insured
transactions. Further research is needed,
using broader and in any case different
datasets to develop more robust multiplier
figures to quantify the impact of public credit
insurance. n

Notes
1

It is noted here that a multiplier larger than one
is always the starting point now that the credit
insurance policy usually covers only 85% to 98% of
the export value.
2 Egger, P. and Url, T. (2006), Public Export Credit
Guarantees and Foreign Trade Structure: Evidence
from Austria, The World Economy, 29(4): 399-418.
3 The model builds on Newton’s Universal Law of
Gravitation which says the gravitational force
between two objects is the product of their masses
and inversely proportional to the square of distance
between them. The trade model then predicts
international trade (gravitational force) between
two countries (objects) is determined by the
(economic) size of countries (masses) and inversely
by trade frictions (square of distance) between
them.
4 Moser, C., Nestmann, T. and Wedow, M. (2008),
Political Risk and Export Promotion: Evidence from
Germany, The World Economy, 31(6): 781-803.
5 Note this implies the OECD member countries,
rather than the market, determines the premium for
export credit insurance.
6 Felbermayr, G. and Yalcin, E. (2013), Export Credit
Guarantees and Export Performance: An Empirical
Analysis for Germany, The World Economy, 36(8):
967-999.
7 Whereas for sectors no multiplier is calculated, the
one for New EU countries is higher at 1. For the
lower middle and higher middle income countries
it stands below average at 0.6 and for the highest
income group at 0.8. New EU countries cover
Bulgaria, Baltics, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic,
Malta, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia.
8 Liquid liabilities, private credit, stock market
capitalisation, stock market total value added
and value trade over capitalisation measure these
financial constraints.
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By Damien De Chillaz, Head of Blockchain and B2B platforms, Capgemini
Business Services

Addressing KYC challenges at scale requires
leadership, both from a technological and
business standpoint. We see it as a common
good and a shared responsibility. This is
the ambitious objective we have with Blue
Catalyst, with the leadership of Capgemini
and R3, in co-innovation mode with leading
financial institutions and corporates.
Businesses are undergoing radical
transformations, challenged by the
digitization of processes, platformization
of business ecosystems, as well as data
protection and cybersecurity concerns.
In this challenging environment prone
to disruption, risks need to be managed
efficiently to prevent operational and
reputational damages, while complying
with increasingly complex regulations and
policies. Fundamentally, these challenges
point to the need to foster trust within each
business ecosystem, and between business
partners themselves.
The emergence of this trust is primarily
based on the reliable identification and
verification of business identity, as a
cornerstone of any business relationship.
This critical step starts with the collection
of data and documents for risk assessment
purposes, checked against alternative data
sources available publicly or from trusted
third-parties. This is referred to as the
customer onboarding process or Know Your
Customer (KYC) in the banking sector.

Damien De Chillaz
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KYC onboarding:
a blockchain reality?

KYC regulations
require a financial
institution to gather
enough knowledge
of a customer to be
able to determine and
mitigate the money
laundering or terrorism
financing risks
associated with that
customer.

KYC is a broken process
For both banks and their corporate clients
of all size, KYC is perceived as a broken
process. KYC onboarding suffers from
multiple touchpoints and inefficient backand-forth – for banks, this consists of a
number of manual interactions between
their front, middle and back offices. On top
of that, banks complain about data quality
issues and struggle to source data from the
appropriate counterparties.
Responding to an audit request is complex
and time-consuming. When regulators ask
for a comprehensive and reliable record of
transactions, this is often hard for the bank
to produce. Each bank will also have its
own specific requests due to their specific
understanding of regulation. This leads
to custom questionnaires, which require
constant modification, complicating things
even further.

Businesses are undergoing radical transformations,
challenged by the digitization of processes,
platformization of business ecosystems, as well as data
protection and cybersecurity concerns.
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For corporates, gathering data and
documents is perceived as increasingly timeconsuming, and they often need assistance
in answering the 300+ questions of a typical
bank questionnaire. In turn, this leads to a
duplication of efforts on both sides. Corporates
have to manually send the same data and
documents to their various relationship banks.
Sometimes, several entities of the same
bank ask for the same information hence
compounding the duplication efforts and KYC
process inefficiencies.
Pain-point for the corporates
l Customer experience suffers from nonharmonized requests from Banks
l Time-to-business explodes due to
time-consuming and manual-intensive
processes
l Operational & cybersecurity risks increase
due to a lack of control, traceability, and
unsecure means of communication
Pain-point for the banks
l Compliance costs explodes due to
growing need for highly-skilled persons
and time-consuming processes
l Regulatory risks and fines keep pressure
on due to a lack of control, transparency
and traceability
l Customer experience suffers from multiple
communication channels and fast-evolving
regulation
Blue Catalyst ambitions to address these
challenges at global scale. Blue Catalyst is
a next-generation B2B platform leveraging
Enterprise Blockchain (Corda by R3) and
enabling data sharing in the highly regulated
corporate onboarding space. It will allow any
legal entity to organize information on its
own node and to share data and documents
privately and securely with any counterparty,
keeping a tamper-proof audit trail of all data
exchanges. The solution will facilitate client
outreach, while accelerating onboarding
workflows across multiple parties.
The Blue Catalyst platform shall enable
legal entities to securely share information
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and orchestrate complex onboarding
workflows to foster trust in business
ecosystems and uncover new business
opportunities.
Blue Catalyst shall not be viewed as a KYC
Utility but the underlying technology that
could enable direct bank-corporate client
outreach and data collection tool. As such,
it could be white-labelled to KYC Utilities or
business platforms to further enable their
own value proposition which essentially relies
on mutualization of harmonized questions
(baselines) and KYC tasks. We believe that
this combined offering would represent
the “best of both worlds” to banks and
corporates.
Beyond banking KYC, the platform is
empowering legal entities to proactively
manage their own business ecosystems,
including banks, insurance companies,
suppliers, clients, partners, and third-party
data providers, in order to explore different
business use-cases, starting with data
collection for onboarding processes but also
targeting any other regulated workflows
requiring privacy and traceability between
two or more legal entities.
In a context where Environmental,
Social & Governance (ESG) criteria are
becoming strategic concerns, business
leaders are challenged to reconsider their
approach when dealing with their business
ecosystems. By offering a solution which
has the potential to significantly improve the
way corporate information is managed, we
empower them to express their leadership
by adding efficiency and transparency in
their respective ecosystems for the benefit of
more sustainable business relationships and
long-term financial performance.
We believe that by enabling the secure
sharing of data and documents between
properly identified business partners
throughout their respective ecosystems,
we shall contribute to laying the foundations
of a trusted business environment for
the benefit of more sustainable business
relationships. Our vision is to “Catalyze Trust
in Business”.

For corporates, gathering data and documents is
perceived as increasingly time-consuming, and they
often need assistance in answering the 300+ questions
of a typical bank questionnaire. In turn, this leads to a
duplication of efforts on both sides.
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Blue Catalyst Benefits
l Streamline KYC process and enhance
client experience by leveraging a direct,
private and secure communication channel
between banks and corporates.
l Single version of truth. Source first-hand
data and trusted information, from the right
counterparties and parent companies.
l Immutable audit-trail leveraging “proofof-process” to prove at any time what
documents and records have been used,

l

l

l

l

which verifications have been done, when
and by whom.
Create and dynamically update
questionnaire template by region, clientbase and product type.
Accelerate first onboarding process.
Pre-filled data allows corporate to kickstart first onboarding process with most
questions already answered, based on
public data.
Accelerate next onboarding processes. All
previous answers are automatically used
to complete all next questionnaires.
Facilitate enhanced due diligence thanks
to an API-based and modular architecture
optimizing integration with bank CLM
systems, 3rd-party data providers and KYC
Utilities.

EXPERT ANALYSIS

Blue Catalyst features
l Direct Client Outreach with properly
identified counterparties and clearly
defined roles & permissions.
l Primary Data Sourcing & Continuous
Refresh. Each legal entity uploads and
controls its data. All data come from the
source. Intelligent automation allows
continuous data refresh.
l End-to-end & Tamper-proof Audit-trail.
Distributed Ledger Technology (Corda –
Enterprise Blockchain) enables traceability
of all onboarding events.
l Request Builder. A tool to assist banks or
corporates in setting-up their own digital
questionnaires.
l Vault Pre-filling based on data
aggregators, including open data.
l Matching Engine based on a taxonomydriven model. A common taxonomy enables
automatic matching between custom
questionnaires and data & documents
already stored in corporate vaults.
l Open Platform designed to be
interconnected with CLM systems, thirdparty data providers and KYC utilities
through APIs.

Use Case – Blue Catalyst for Know
Your Customer (KYC)
It is probably in the heavily regulated
financial services industry, where risks of
money laundering and terrorist financing are
so high that the need to properly “Know Your
Customer” (KYC) and ultimately trust them is
the most obvious.
KYC refers to a complex due-diligence
process which usually starts with the collection
of data and documents from clients. This
is followed by an in-depth verification and
risk scoring process ultimately leading to
the decision of whether or not to onboard
the customer. This final onboarding decision
belongs to the bank, which is legally,
financially and reputationally accountable for
inappropriate customer interactions.
The data collection part of this KYC
process is generally perceived by banks and
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corporates as time-consuming, redundant,
costly and a major pain-point of the
relationship itself. Also, poor due diligence on
corporate clients, starting with uncomplete
or bad data collection, may result in
important fines for banks failing to properly
manage their regulatory duty. In the past
years, banks have been fined hundreds of
millions of dollars for having failed their due
diligence obligations.
A first application of our solution
focuses on facilitating the data & document
collection part of the KYC process held
between banks and corporates globally.
Our solution will integrate currently
established KYC data collection workflows,
proposing its secure and distributed
architecture to enable corporate users
to take control back over their data and
on the way this data is shared during the
onboarding process. Moreover, our solution
will make banks as well benefit from directly
sourced data, collected through bespoke

Supply chain disruption
have a significant impact
on a company’s business
and financial performance,
leading to companies
having set up their own
risk management policies,
starting with verification
of supplier’s identity and
liability.
questionnaires, thus reducing back and
forth and accelerating time to business and
compliance with policies.
All things consider, the KYC data
collection use case is a very powerful lever
of scale, banks being mandated by the
regulators to collect data and documents
from all their corporate clients to check their
compliance with KYC regulations.

Use Case – Blue Catalyst for Know
Your Supplier (KYS)
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Another area where trust lies at the core
of business relationships is supply chain
management, where the need for a buyer to
assess its suppliers’ risk exposure is critical.
This need can be extended to suppliers

having also themselves suppliers involved in
the same process of supply.
Supply chain disruption have a significant
impact on a company’s business and financial
performance, leading to companies having
set up their own risk management policies,
starting with verification of supplier’s identity
and liability. Those basic risk management
approach is mainly reinforced by ongoing
due diligence on supply chain’s risk exposure
to environmental, geopolitical, business or
technological disruption. As of today, this
supplier onboarding process looks very similar
to the corporate onboarding process for
banks, with lighter due diligence requirements
thanks to a more flexible regulation.
As for the “Blue Catalyst for KYC” use
case, our solution will integrate current
supplier sourcing workflows for data
collection, enabling buyers to have a direct
outreach to their suppliers upon a secure
and distributed architecture. On their side,
suppliers will be able to share the required
data securely and on a consent basis,
with the ability to deal with multiple other
onboarding processes at the same time.
At the core of the “Blue Catalyst for KYS”,
the solution will facilitate third-party certifiers
to connect to the platform and provide
certified information regarding supply chain
performance and sustainability. The certificate’s
origin remaining traceable and secure thanks
to the distributed ledger technology.
By opening the solution to data collection
for supplier onboarding, we enable
corporates to benefit from it not only for
their bank onboarding processes but also
for their own supplier onboarding processes,
and by so increase exponentially the scaling
potential of the solution.

Use Case – Blue Catalyst for Supply
Chain Finance
Eventually, the solution allows any legal entity
involved in the supply chain (bank, corporate,
supplier, supplier’s supplier or any other actor)
to directly reach out another involved legal
entity. This echoes to the notion of “Supply
Chain Network” defining the network of
players involved in the supply chain, from
banks to extended suppliers. Ultimately, the
opportunity for a legal entity to map out
its whole supply chain network within the
platform can be particularly relevant in Supply
Chain Finance, as this domain requires all the
different actors to be connected to each other.
Broadly defined, Supply Chain Finance
(SCF) provides financial solutions to bridge
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Use Case – Blue Catalyst for
Sustainable Supply Chain Finance
Sustainable Supply Chain Finance can be
defined as financial practices and techniques
supporting trade transactions, in a manner
that minimizes negative impacts and
creates environmental, social, and economic
benefits for all stakeholders involved in
bringing products and services to markets.
Sustainable Supply Chain Finance is reported
to cover one third of supply chain finance

in the next years, representing an estimated
opportunity of $6 billion additional revenue
for financial institutions.
In this context, Environmental, Social &
Governance (ESG) criteria are more and more
thought to be integrated into KYC processes
through sustainability performance data

Supply Chain Finance is
currently considered as
a fast-growing market
for suppliers and buyers
looking for new digital
and end-to-end solutions
to optimize working
capital and cash flow,
as well as for banks
exploring new revenue
opportunities through
short-term finance.

EXPERT ANALYSIS

the gap between the needs of the suppliers,
who wants to be paid as early as possible
and the buyers, who generally wants to
delay payment to improve cash flow. This
issue often leaves suppliers without working
capital to meet ongoing expenses.
In the past 15 years, financial service
providers as well as large buyers have
developed SCF programs to support the
suppliers. But in many cases, only large
suppliers have access to these programs
due to the cost of onboarding suppliers with
smaller receivables, especially for the banks
which are mandated to perform complex
KYC and compliance checks.
Moreover, Supply Chain Finance is
currently considered as a fast-growing
market for suppliers and buyers looking
for new digital and end-to-end solutions
to optimize working capital and cash flow,
as well as for banks exploring new revenue
opportunities through short-term finance.
Our solution could integrate with current
Supply Chain Finance workflows and feed
them with all the necessary information to
support business needs, thanks to the secure
sharing of information between properly
identified actors and to the traceability and
immutability of transaction records in the
distributed ledger. This verified information can
be used for a number of Supply Chain Finance
use cases, such as payable finance, receivables
purchases (factoring, reverse factoring), loan
or advance against receivables, as well as preshipment finance for instance.

standards. By doing so, banks might help
mitigate reputational risks and reduce credit
risks by providing financing solutions to
suppliers with better sustainability and overall
management practices. On the buyer side,
offering Sustainable Supply Chain Finance
solutions empowers them to achieve their
own sustainable sourcing goals, as well as
reinforcing the security of their supply, two
major components of their brand reputation.
In the long-term, our solution could
support such new business opportunities
around Sustainable Supply Chain Finance
by enabling third-party certifiers to
connect to the platform and provide
certified information regarding sustainable
performance. This information will be
secured and traced thanks to the distributed
ledger technology. n

In the long-term, our solution could support such new
business opportunities around Sustainable Supply
Chain Finance by enabling third-party certifiers
to connect to the platform and provide certified
information regarding sustainable performance. This
information will be secured and traced thanks to the
distributed ledger technology.
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Political risks in Africa:
the temperature is rising
By Ruben Nizard, Economist, Africa, and Eloi Mauratille, Junior Economist,
COFACE

18

Africa has seen a bevy of political events in
recent months. After the deterioration of the
security situation in the Sahel, as well as the
forced departures of historical leaders from
Algeria and Sudan via the streets, where will
the political risks manifest in the second half
of the year? Using its quantitative political
risk model (Insert 1), created in March 20171,
Coface intends to identify – beyond the pace
dictated by current events – recent political
risk trends and thus the countries to be
monitored.
Over the recent decades, regular conflicts
of varying intensities and natures have
marked Africa, leading notably to a decline
in investment and trade flows, delaying the
development of some African countries.
Recent years have seen a resurgence of
conflicts on the continent, mainly as a result
of the activities of various Islamist groups,
particularly in the Sahel region, mobilizing
the armed forces of certain states on the
continent and targeting civilian populations.
Conflicts of political origin – sometimes
mixed with ethnic, religious or even linguistic
considerations – also remain present in Africa
(Libya, Central African Republic, Democratic
Republic of the Congo, Cameroon...).
Our indices of political violence also
confirm that violent events (conflicts and/or
terrorist acts), although more localised, have
become relatively common again, particularly
in the Sahel, compared to the beginning of
the 21st century: compared to 2008, there
were almost twice as many conflicts across
the continent in 2018.
Moreover, as events in North Africa
and the Middle East in 2011 have shown,
as mobilisation instruments develop, the
exasperation of populations, fuelled by socioeconomic pressures exposes some countries
to the risk of future instability. Although
large-scale conflicts, as in Libya, or regime

changes are not a
given, a fragile socioeconomic context
can, in the long term,
cause unrest that
can generate, at a
minimum, uncertainty
in the political
environment. Our
political and social
Ruben Nizard
fragility index indicates
that 10 countries –
Angola, Cameroon,
Chad, Djibouti, Egypt,
Ethiopia, Mauritania,
Mozambique, Uganda
and the DRC – could
be or continue to
be affected in the
foreseeable future.
The increase
in mobilisation
Eloi Mauratille
instruments is one of
the factors behind the increased risk. This
dynamic, in force throughout the continent,
could potentially lead to a multiplication of
destabilizing political events in Africa in the
longer-term.

Conflict and terrorism continues
in Africa
As Coface reported in 2017, the world is
experiencing an upsurge in conflicts2 that
has not abated in recent years: despite a
decline in 2018 after the historical record set
in 2017, the number of conflicts has increased
by 70% since 2008, with 2.2 times more
victims (Chart 1). Over the past five years,
the number of casualties has exceeded the
70,000 mark3 each year for the third time
in 30 years (after the 1990-1991 periods, at
the height of the Gulf War, and 1999-2000,
marked by the fratricidal war between
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The Coface political risk model
Coface’s political risk model takes into account two main
risk categories:

and/or terrorist attacks, their intensity and the actors
involved, based on third-party databases5.
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The Coface political risk model
Insert 1 :
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terrorist attacks, their intensity and the actors
involved, based on third-party databases5.
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Nigeria: political risk in all its forms
On February 23, 2019, nearly 73 million
Nigerian voters were called to vote for
their new president. Four days later, the
Independent National Electoral Commission
(INEC) confi rmed the re-election of
incumbent President Muhammadu Buhari.
Our model highlights that he has begun its
second four-year term in a political context
precarious in many respects.
Nigeria’s conflict index, which was below
30% until 2009, jumped with the advent of
Boko Haram, reaching 100% in 2015– a score
that did not decline until 2018, when it fell to
85%. The country has also had the highest
terrorism index score on the continent since
2012. As a consequence, almost four years
after President Buhari’s statement that
Boko Haram was “technically defeated”,
indications derived from our terrorism and
conflict indices suggest that, although
now fragmented into several disparate
factions, the Islamist group has maintained
a dangerous strike force, killing more than
18,000 civilians between 2009 and 2018.
The decline in the Coface indices reflects a
relative decrease in the intensity of the Boko
Haram group’s activity.
However, in Nigeria, although some
conflicts do not directly involve the state,
they are still located within the country itself.
Ethnic and religious divisions, particularly
between the Muslim north and the Christian
south, is a source of much friction between
communities, particularly in the centre of
the country, and can lead to the outbreak of
deadly conflicts. The resurgence of tensions
in the Plateau State between Berom farmers
(Christian) and Fulani herders (Muslim)
has contributed to the rise in the conflict
and terrorism index score. In 2018, clashes
between the two ethnic groups resulted in
nearly 300 deaths.
Nigeria also has a relatively high political
and social fragility index score at 59%, after
peaking at 61% in the previous year. In addition
to the fragility of the institutional, social, ethnic
and religious structure, this score is linked
to the economic crisis following the 2014 oil
counter-shock, with the country recording
its first recession in 25 years (in 2016). As a
consequence, gross domestic product (GDP)
per capita has not increased for four years, and
with Coface’s growth forecast for 2019 (2.3%),
a fifth consecutive year seems likely. The crisis
is refl ected in a record level of unemployment
(23.1% at the end of the third quarter of 2018)
and infl ation above 10% for more than three
years. Therefore, in addition to insecurity, the
issue of living standards in Nigeria – which is
already one of the countries with the highest
number of people living below the poverty line
– will therefore be one of the major challenges
of President Buhari’s second term. At the end
of a fi rst mandate with very contrasting results,
the patience of Nigerians towards the one who
inherited the nickname “Baba Go Slow” by his
detractors (who blame him for the slowness of
the implementation of reforms) could quickly
run out.
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affected by terrorism (Chart 4a).
In Africa, terrorist activity by Islamist groups
dominates, particularly in conflict areas: in the
Sahel 10, as well as in Libya and Egypt. Nearly
60% of the victims of terrorism in Africa are

Chart 4a:
Terrorism-related deaths in the world

Chart 4b:
Terrorism-related deaths in Africa 2007-2017
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affected by Boko Haram’s incursions into the
Far North, the presence of CAR and DRC among
the ten riskiest countries in our index provides
additional examples of how conﬂict and terrorism
Berne
Union
Newsletter,
July 2019
regularly go hand
in hand
on the
continent.
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* The Sahel countries include the countries involved in the G5 Sahel force (Burkina
Faso, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Chad), as well as Nigeria.
Sources: Global Terrorism Database, Coface
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In addition, the map highlights areas where risk is
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MAP 1:
Security risk in Africa, 2013 - 2018
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have a score
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with political
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However,
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worth
noting
improvement
starting
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thenear
DRC,two-point
Sudan and
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the continent’s average score between 2010 and
a country’s political structure.
show that it is not necessarily accompanied
Furthermore, the Coface political fragility index
indicates that the average score in Africa was
15 points higher than the world average. The
African continent is only two points behind the
Middle East (Chart 5a). This substantial difference
with the rest of the world is rooted in relatively
weak institutional environments in many countries

2018 (Chart 5b). This is the result of the signiﬁcant
improvement in some countries, particularly Côte
d’Ivoire post-electoral crisis of 2010-2011 (from
97% to 65%), Tunisia post-revolution (from 45% to
16%) and Burkina Faso post-Compaoré (from 73%
to 63%).

Although instructive, the risk indices of conflict and
terrorism, based on past observation, offer only a
vision of extreme episodes of violence. However,
political risk is also about understanding the moments
of disruption that lead to a profound change in a
country’s political structure.
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Chart 5a:
Average score of Coface’s fragility index,
by selected region

Chart 5b:
Evolution of the average fragility score in Africa
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Evolution of the average social risk index in Africa and its two constituent blocks, 2007-2018
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71%) between 2008 and 2018.
More generally, in Africa, the social risk
index is, on average, at its highest level since
the 2010 peak, which preceded the popular
movements of the “Arab Spring”. However,
unlike in 2010, it is also evident that the
instruments of mobilisation, much more than
the pressures for change, are experiencing an
almost uninterrupted acceleration (Chart 6).
In terms of country-by-country data,
almost all countries on the continent,
10 with
the exception of Eritrea, Libya and Chad,
have seen their mobilisation instrument
scores increase. For example, Djibouti
experienced an increase of 20 percentage
points between 2008 and 2018, Ghana
by 15, South Africa by 12, and Cameroon
by 11. While most indicators contribute to
this increase in the power of mobilisation
instruments on the continent, the increase
in internet access can be particularly noted.
Indeed, recent events in Algeria and Sudan
have further highlighted the importance of
social networks in mobilising people.
Moreover, as recent examples show (DRC,
Gabon, Sudan, Benin...), some governments,
arguing the need to preserve public order,
decide to cut off the internet when the
political climate becomes tense. Urbanisation
and the growing proportion of the
population with access to tertiary education
are also contributing to the overall increase
in instrument scores on the continent.
Unsurprisingly, the ranking of the block
of mobilisation instruments is dominated
over the 11 years of observation by the five
North African countries (Algeria, Egypt,
Libya, Morocco and Tunisia). In sub-Saharan
Africa, despite the progress recorded, only
Mauritius, Cape Verde, Gabon and South
Africa have “instrument” scores above the
world average (Chart 7a) for this indicator.
On the other hand, 80% of the 45 countries
on the continent have “pressure” scores
above the average of global pressures (Chart
7b).
Thus, it would be this lack of mobilization
instruments that would essentially be at
the root of a social risk that would not
systematically materialize in sub-Saharan
Africa. Nevertheless, the progress made in
this area could be enough to create some
unrest. The Top 10 countries in our global
social risk indicator already highlight many
of the countries where risk has already
materialized: in addition to Sudan, mentioned
above, the demonstrations calling for a
change in the political class in Algeria, those

following the rise in fuel prices in Zimbabwe
and the attempted coup d’état in Gabon
are evidence that the high risk level of our
index can transform into destabilisation. It
is therefore not surprising that the overall
social risk indicator is still largely dominated
by these countries (Table 3). Libya remains in
first place on the African continent, as it has
done since 2007.
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Table 3:
Top 10 African countries with the highest social risk
index score with the score of the two constituent blocks
“pressures” and “instruments”.
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Chart 8:
Matrix of scores for the social and political fragility index and its evolution (vertical axis) 2008-2018
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Chart 8:
Matrix of scores for the social and political fragility index and its evolution (vertical axis) 2008-2018
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2018, tensions remain high between the
Mozambique Liberation Front (Frelimo),
in power since 1975, and the Mozambique
National Resistance (Renamo), an armed
guerilla that has become a political party,
threatening the peace process launched in
2016. The history of violence in the country,
coupled with persistent socioeconomic
difficulties (following, in particular, the debt
crisis and the passage of two cyclones at the
beginning of the year) and the perception
of rampant corruption fuel a discontent that
could be expressed during these elections.
It should be noted that the countries in
the lower right-hand corner of Chart 8, i.e.
those with high scores but no progress, have
experienced episodes of political instability in
the recent past.
This is the case for Algeria and Sudan,
as discussed above, but also for Gabon and
Nigeria. Even countries with a decline over
these 10 years but a score above the African
average have distinguished themselves
in terms of political instability. In Togo,
demonstrations challenging a constitutional
reform that would allow President Faure
Gnassingbé to run for two new terms in 2020
and 2025 have increased in recent years. In
this category, Zimbabwe can also be added.
In the upper left corner are the countries
whose scores have increased substantially,
but remain below average: in Mali, security
tensions could put pressure on the local
political climate. In Tanzania and Zambia,
voices denouncing the authoritarian shifts
in the administrations of Presidents John
Magufuli and Edgar Lungu testify to this
fragility.
Finally, it is worth noting the countries
that have slipped in the lower right-hand
corner of the matrix in this graph. Tunisia
and Côte d’Ivoire recorded the largest
decline in their scores over the period. The
Tunisian revolution of 2011 and the Ivorian
crisis of 2010-2011 made it possible to deflate
the fragility scores, contributing greatly to
this dynamic. The same is true for Burkina
Faso after the attempted coup in 2015.

28

The elections, to be held in 2019 and 2020
respectively in Tunisia and Côte d’Ivoire,
should nevertheless put to the test the
consolidation of the legacy of these political
crises. n
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The definition of conflict used in this study is based
on the Uppsala Conflict Data Program databases, in
order to include armed confrontations between two
factions, groups and/or states. Unlike the definition
of international law, the Uppsala definition
incorporates armed conflicts between two nongovernmental groups. Unilateral acts of violence
were excluded to avoid double measurement of
terrorist acts, which were also measured using
another database (Global Terrorism Database).
This threshold corresponds approximately to 1.5
times the median number of victims of conflict
between 1989 and 2018.
The definition of terrorism used is based on that
of the Global Terrorism Database project, which is
used to calculate the terrorism index. A terrorist act
is “the threat or effective use of unlawful force and
violence by a non-state actor to achieve a political,
economic, religious or social objective through fear,
coercion or intimidation.”
For conflicts, these are the databases compiled
by the Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP).
For terrorism, the database built by the Global
Terrorism Database initiative is used.
The measurement of social risk was improved in
2017, but was developed in 2013. See MARCILLY, J.,
ZLOTOWSKI, Y. March 2013. “Emerging political risk
transformations”, Panorama Coface. URL: https://
www.coface.fr/Actualites-Publications/Publications/
Transformations-du-risque-pays-emergent.
Le Projet Manifesto, financed by Deutsche
Forschungsgemeinschaft, is hosted by
Wissenschaftszentrum Berlin für Social research
(Volkens, Lehmann, Matthiess, Merz, Regel) (https://
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Only South Africa has an assessment for populism
on the African continent.
The following nine countries do not have an
assessment: Comoros, Eswatini, Gambia, GuineaBissau, Equatorial Guinea, Lesotho, Seychelles,
Somalia and Southern Sudan.
The countries considered as from the Sahel are the
countries involved in the G5 Sahel force (Burkina
Faso, Niger, Mali, Mauritania and Chad) and Nigeria.
Spared by jihadist attacks since 2011, Morocco
could nevertheless see its score increase in the next
edition of the terrorist risk index after the death of
two Scandinavian tourists in the High Atlas in the
name of IS last December.
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By Isabel Galdiz, Vice President, International Relations, Export-Import Bank
of the United States

Meeting Background
The Berne Union hosted a joint one-day
meeting between direct lending institutions
(DLIs) and insurers of export credit on
April 8, 2019 in Singapore. The purpose of
the meeting was to create a platform for
engagement on issues of mutual interest
between the different providers of export
credit. The overarching goal was to develop a
more complete understanding of the export
credit landscape and facilitate a mutuallybeneficial exchange of knowledge between
Berne Union members and direct lending
institutions involved in cross-border export
support.
The main goals were to improve our
understanding of each other’s business
models and programs; understand the
different mandates and responsibilities and
discuss opportunities for partnerships and
technical exchanges on common challenges.

Summary of Key Outcomes
The meeting successfully achieved its
stated goals and was characterized by
an extraordinary degree of engagement,
record level attendance and high caliber of
presentations. The breadth of preparation
and contributions made by the participants
was balanced – with both Berne Union
members and guests equally sharing and
contributing to the day’s discussions. The
main conclusion was that this knowledge
exchange could be the beginning of a fruitful
relationship that would be foster technical

EXPERT ANALYSIS

Meeting Summary: Export
Credit/Direct Lending
Knowledge Exchange

cooperation on two
levels: transactional
and programmatic.
Of particular note,
the meeting put into
focus the following:
1)
Berne
Union members have
much in common
with direct lenders.
Isabel Galdiz
In particular, both are
clearly pursuing the same scope of business.
That is, although there is a wide variation of
products available from insurer ECAs and
direct lenders, their business models are
similar. Both can and have worked together
successfully, particularly on credit-worthy
projects that are not – or at least not fully –
bankable.
2)
DLIs do appear to be more focused
on emerging markets while traditional insurer
ECAs are more involved in business in higher
income markets.
3)
Differentiation between direct
lending and development finance institutions
appears to be increasingly challenging, as
roles and responsibilities among the various
players are changing and overlapping –
twin mandates associated with a trade and
development promotion imperative are on
the rise.
4)
During the leaders’ panel, the
point was made that demand for direct
lending was increasing, with a wide variation
of official funding programs appearing,

The meeting successfully achieved its stated goals
and was characterized by an extraordinary degree of
engagement, record level attendance and high caliber
of presentations.
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particularly in Europe, and being coupled
with pure cover schemes. A point was made
regarding gap funding and avoiding the
displacement of private capital. Some direct
lenders are more prudent while others, more
aggressive in pursuing, even displacing
market lenders to secure national benefits for
the lender’s country.
5)
Terminology used between ECAs
and direct lenders should be clarified to
avoid confusion. While sharing case studies,
for example, it became clear that “cofinancing” and “reinsurance” were being
used inter-changeably and these are not the
same (and private members also use the
terms differently). Another area of confusion
pertained to defaults and claims because
direct lenders suffer losses not claims.
6)
Data from the DLIs (and from
BU members that offer direct lending) is
imperfect and needs to be examined. There
appears to be no systematic reporting of
direct lending activities covered by BU
members and the DLIs have no data capture
exercise, making it difficult to identify
industry trends.
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data resource to inform industry leaders,
shape initiatives to better address industry
needs, and avoid duplication of work
l Create useful tools and collect information
which enables smoother cooperation in
multi-sourced finance
l Organise workshops where we can
brainstorm to tackle practical challenges
together
The long-term objective is to promote and
facilitate better opportunities for cooperative
financing of multi-sourced projects and
innovative financing solutions amongst trade

Capacity Sharing Marketplace

We believe that there
is much to be gained
by sharing perspectives
and expertise between
the different institutions
providing international
finance.

We believe that there is much to be gained
by sharing perspectives and expertise
between the different institutions providing
international finance. Given the clear blurring
of lines between the various actors, it makes
sense to continue this dialogue with a
broader spectrum of participants, including
all relevant financiers and risk takers within
the ‘ecosystem’ of international finance.
As such, the Berne Union has established
its ‘Capacity Sharing Marketplace’ as
a nascent platform for the purpose of
connecting together all institutions and
individuals involved in cross-border financing
and risk sharing, especially for projects in
high-risk markets: ECAs and Direct Lending
Institutions (Eximbanks), Bilateral and
Multilateral Development Finance Institutions
and Banks, Private Sector Insurers and
Financiers, Financial Advisors and Project
Sponsors.
The focus is on sharing information, linking
together cross-industry research initiatives,
and tackling practical challenges. The
immediate objectives and activities of the
‘CSM’ involes:
l Introduce and facilitate effective
interaction among the various different
actors involved in cross-border finance
l Provide a centralised knowledge and

finance institutions, development institutions,
private sector finance and other investors. By
engaging regularly with counterparts from
other sections of the ‘financing ecosystem’,
we aim to build the relationships and tools
which will help to achieve this goal.
The Berne Union will host a ‘Capacity
Sharing Marketplace’ in Hyderabad, India,
on 24th October, immediately following the
2019 Annual General Meeting. Discussion
topics will focus on exploring cooperative
case studies of blended finance and capacity
building, risk sharing for climate finance and
brainstorming actions to overcome barriers
to infrastructure development.
We are currently inviting institutions
involved in cross-border finance – including
DFIs, MDBs, eximbanks and private section
finance to join us for the meeting. Anyone
interesting in participating should contact
Paul Heaney at the Berne Union Secretariat,
via email: pheaney@berneunion.org for
further information. Additional information
about the Capacity Sharing Marketplace
initiative is available via the Berne Union
Website: www.berneunion.org/CSM n

